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We analyze the prospects for discovering supersymmetry at the Fermilab Tevatron and CERN LEP colliders
in the scenario that the lightest supersymmetric particle is a gravitino of mass&1 keV. We consider in
particular the case that the lightest neutralino has a nearly 100% branching fraction into gravitino1photon
within the detector. This implies that supersymmetric events should contain both missing~transverse! energy
and two energetic photons. Therefore, one can search for supersymmetry simply through inclusive production
of superpartners. We consider the exclusion and reach capabilities of the Tevatron in exploring the supersym-
metric parameter space, and study the efficiencies which can be achieved in this search. We also consider the
discovery reach and backgrounds at LEP withAs5160,175, and 190 GeV.@S0556-2821~96!02621-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the intriguing theoretical aspects of supersymme-
try is that if it is realized as a local symmetry, it necessarily
and automatically incorporates gravity. This connection is of
no consequence in most studies of supersymmetric phenom-
enology at colliders, because of the familiar negligibility of
gravitational interactions. However, this need not be so if the
gravitino ~the spin 3/2 partner of the graviton! is very light.
The gravitino (G̃) obtains its mass by absorbing the spin 1/2
would-be Goldstino associated with the spontaneous break-
ing of supersymmetry. In the high-energy limit, the interac-
tions of the61/2 helicity components of the gravitino are the
same as those of the Goldstino it has absorbed. As empha-
sized originally by Fayet@1#, these interactions are propor-
tional to 1/mG̃ in themG̃→0 limit and are therefore poten-
tially important even for processes at ordinary energies.

However, the strength of gravitino interactions~or equiva-
lently 1/mG̃! certainly cannot be arbitrarily large. The grav-

itino mass is related to the scale of spontaneous supersym-
metry breaking by

mG̃5
LSUSY
2

A3M
55.931025S LSUSY

500 GeVD
2

eV. ~1!

HereM5~8pGNewton!
21/252.431018 GeV, andLSUSY

22 is the
coupling of the would-be Goldstino to the divergence of the
supercurrent. Now, the scaleLSUSY should at least exceed
the mass of the heaviest of the superpartners of the standard
model ~SM! particles, typically a gluino (g̃) or squark (q̃),
and probably greatly so.@One might expect a significant hi-
erarchy betweenLSUSY and the electroweak scale, in order
that negative radiative corrections to the Higgs scalar~mass!2

can be effective in driving electroweak symmetry breaking.#
Thus if one takes, e.g., a boundLSUSY.500 GeV, Eq.~1!
becomes a lower bound on the gravitino mass of roughly
631025 eV. In any case a given mass spectrum for the par-
ticles always implies a lower bound onmG̃ . This is equiva-
lent to a bound on the strength of the gravitino’s interactions
with the SM particles and their superpartners. This type of
bound is quite conservative, and is certainly not expected to
be saturated in particular models@2,3# of supersymmetry
breaking at low energies. For example, recently proposed
models@3# of dynamical supersymmetry breaking communi-
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cated to the visible sector by gauge interactions evidently
favormG̃*1 eV which automatically avoids a dangerousR
axion @4#, although other ways of doing this might be pos-
sible.

One can also attempt to obtain a lower bound on the grav-
itino mass by examining the requirements of partial-wave
unitarity for, e.g., the scattering of two gluons into two grav-
itinos @5#. That process has contributions at the tree level
from t- andu-channel exchanges of the gluino. As shown in
Ref. @5#, tree-level partial wave unitarity is violated in this
process whenAs exceeds

Ecrit5A288pMmG̃ /mg̃ . ~2!

Now, one way to interpret this result is that the gravitino
interactions, being gravitational, should not become strong
below, say, the scaleM ; then, Eq.~2! would become a lower
bound on the gravitino mass ofmG̃*mg̃/30. If this were
true, the gravitino would always interact far too weakly to
play any role in collider experiments. However, it seems
preferable to interpret the critical energy indicated by Eq.~2!
as the maximum value of a scaleL g̃ of unknown new phys-
ics at whichmg̃ becomes effective. In that case, one finds
only thatmG̃*L g̃mg̃/30M . If L g̃ is smaller than the ulti-
mate scale of supersymmetry breaking,LSUSY, this con-
straint is vacuous when compared with Eq.~1!.

On the other hand, cosmological constraints@6# seem to
place an upper bound onmG̃ of about 104 eV, at least in the
absence of late inflation. There is then still a window of
perhaps nine orders of magnitude for the mass of a light
gravitino. In particular classes of models, this window can be
much smaller. Throughout this window,mG̃ is clearly insig-
nificant for collider kinematics, and so can be taken to sim-
ply parametrize the strength of the gravitino’s interactions.

Most collider phenomenology studies performed up to
now assume that the lightest supersymmetric particle~LSP!
is a neutralino @mixture of neutral Higgsinos and
SU~2!L3U~1!Y gauginos#. If, as is most often assumed,R
parity is exactly conserved, then supersymmetric particles
will always be produced in pairs, and the LSP is absolutely
stable. In this ‘‘neutralino LSP scenario,’’ every supersym-
metric event will feature two LSP’s leaving the detector.
Therefore the signals for supersymmetry always involve
missing energy, often together with lepton and/or multijet
signatures corresponding to particular decay chains of the
superpartners produced@7#. In the ‘‘gravitino LSP scenario,’’
however, the signatures should be quite different if the de-
cays of superpartners into gravitinos occur within the detec-
tor a significant fraction of the time.

For example, in the most obvious case that the next-to-
lightest supersymmetric particle~NLSP! is a neutralino~Ñ1!
with a nonzero photino component, one has the interesting
decay@1,8#

Ñ1→gG̃. ~3!

In the rest frame of the decayingÑ1, the photon takes an
energy equal tomÑ1

/2 and is produced isotropically. The
photons produced in supersymmetric events should therefore
often be energetic enough to pass cuts designed to reduce
SM backgrounds. The gravitino still carries away a signifi-

cant amount of missing energy. Thus, supersymmetric sig-
nals in the gravitino LSP scenario should be similar to those
in the neutralino LSP scenario but with two~one! energetic,
often isolated, photons if both~one! of the Ñ1 decays occur
within the detector. Several recent papers have presented in-
teresting studies of this type of signal at the Next Linear
Collider @9#, eg colliders @10#, and the Tevatron@11#.

Since the presence of additional energetic photons in su-
persymmetric events would provide a welcome and powerful
discriminant against SM backgrounds, it is possible to con-
sider supersymmetry discovery signals based on inclusive
production of all superpartners. The signatures in the grav-
itino LSP case areggE” T1X ~or possiblygE” T1X!, whereX
is an arbitrary collection of leptons1jets ~including
X5nothing which can occur, e.g., in the cases ofÑ1Ñ1 or ñ ñ
production!. The purpose of the present paper is to study this
strategy at the Fermilab Tevatron and CERN LEP colliders
in the minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!
with a light gravitino. We define the MSSM to be the mini-
mal supersymmetric extension of the SM withR parity con-
served. Squarks~other than the top squarks! are assumed to
be very nearly degenerate in mass, as suggested both by
theory and the absence of flavor-changing neutral currents in
experiment. Sleptons with the same electroweak quantum
numbers are also assumed to be degenerate in mass. We will
also often, but not always, make use of the ‘‘gaugino mass
unification’’ assumption for running gaugino mass param-
eters:

M25
3

5 tan2 uW
M15

a2

a3
M3 , ~4!

which arises both in gauge-mediated and gravity-mediated
supersymmetry breaking.1

This study is motivated in part by the observation at the
Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! of a singleeeggE” T
event@12# that does not seem to have a SM interpretation. It
has already been suggested that this event can be explained
by supersymmetry, either in the gravitino LSP scenario
@13,14# considered here or in a scenario with a Higgsino-like
neutralino LSP@14#. In @14#, we found that if this event is
due to selectron pair production followed by the decays
ẽ→eÑ1 and Ñ1→gG̃, then the kinematic requirements of
the event place rough bounds of 80 GeV,mẽ and 38 GeV
,mÑ1

,100 GeV. However, this event can also be ascribed
to pair production of charginos, as we shall remark below. In
any case, we will maintain a more general point of view in
most of the present work, rather than restrict our attention to
the parameter space suggested by that one event.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we will
consider the decays of supersymmetric particles into two-
and three-body final states which include a gravitino. The
two-body decaysÑ1→ZG̃ and Ñ1→h0G̃ ~which might
compete withÑ1→gG̃ if the photino component ofÑ1 is
very small! turn out to be subject to a very strong kinematic
suppression. We also discuss expectations for the de-

1In particular, this ‘‘unification’’ relation can be well motivated
even in the absence of gauge-coupling unification at a very high
energy scale; see, e.g.,@3#.
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cay lengths ofÑ1, and note the existence of regions of pa-
rameter space where the decayÑ1→gG̃ is unduly
suppressed. In Sec. III, we consider the limits on the reach of
the Tevatron by studying the cross sections for inclusive
sparticle production. These rates are more interesting than in
the case of the neutralino LSP scenario because of the rela-
tive ease with which arbitrary types of sparticle production
can be detected using energetic photons. We propose a set of
cuts designed to maximize the efficiency for the detection of
supersymmetry at the Tevatron via the signatureggE” T1X,
and study the efficiencies and lepton and jet multiplicities
obtained using several sets of model parameters as test cases.
In Sec. IV we discuss the possibility of discovering super-
symmetry at LEP withAs5160,175, and 190 GeV, includ-
ing an analysis of the relevant backgrounds. Section V con-
tains some concluding remarks.

II. DECAYS INTO GRAVITINOS

The decayÑ1→gG̃ will play the central role in the phe-
nomenological discussions to follow. In Secs. III and IV we
will simply assume that this decay is the only important one
involving the gravitino, and that it always occurs within the
detector. However, it is interesting to consider other possible
decays which might have an impact on collider phenomenol-
ogy as well. If Ñ1 is the NLSP and is fairly heavy~but
especially if it is beyond the reach of the Tevatron with the
present integrated luminosity!, the decaysÑ1→h0G̃ and
Ñ1→ZG̃ can at least naively be important. Also it is inter-
esting to consider the possibility that a sparticle other than
Ñ1 is the NLSP. Finally, ifmG̃ is very small~!1 eV!, one
can even entertain the possibility that superpartners other
than the NLSP can decay directly into final states containing
a gravitino. In this section we present general formulas for
the decay widths of supersymmetric particles into final states
involving gravitinos.

The relevant interactions of the gravitino are given by
@1,15#

L.
1

8M
l̄AgrsmnG̃rFmn

A 1
1

&M
c̄Lg

mgnG̃mDnf1H.c.,

~5!

where the spin 3/2 gravitino field isG̃m , lA is the gaugino
associated with the gauge field contained in the field strength
F mn

A , and ~f,c! are the scalar and fermionic components of
the chiral supermultiplets. The full gravitino field can be well
approximated by its spin 1/2 Goldstino component when it
appears as an external state in processes at energy scales
relevant for collider studies:

G̃m'A2

3

i

mG̃
]mG̃. ~6!

In this limit it is not difficult to use Eq.~5! to calculate decay
rates of supersymmetric particles in the MSSM to final states
including gravitinos. Let us first consider the decays of neu-
tralinos. Using the relation between the mass eigenstates and
the gauge eigenstates of theÑi , one finds the decay widths
of Ñi into neutral gauge bosons to be

G~Ñi→gG̃!5
k ig

48p

m
Ñi

5

M2m
G̃

2 , ~7!

G~Ñi→ZG̃!5
2k iZT

1k iZL

96p

m
Ñi

5

M2m
G̃

2 S 12
mZ
2

m
Ñi

2 D 4

, ~8!

where

k ig5uNi1 cosuW1Ni2 sinuWu2, ~9!

k iZT
5uNi1 sinuW2Ni2 cosuWu2, ~10!

k iZL
5uNi3 cosb2Ni4 sinbu2 ~11!

measure the contents inÑi of photino, zino, and the
Higgsino partner of the neutral would-be Nambu-Goldstone
boson, respectively.@Here and in the following we use the
notations of@16# for the parameters and mixing matrices of
neutralinos and Higgs scalar bosons in the MSSM. ThusNi j
are the neutralino mixing matrices with (i , j ) the ~mass,
gauge! eigenstate labels, and tanb is the ratio of Higgs
vacuum expectation values.# In these and similar formulas
below, the Planck-scale suppressionm

Ñi

2
/M2 is numerically

counteracted by the hierarchym
Ñi

2
/m

G̃

2
, so that the decay

width can be non-negligible. So for example, we can write
Eq. ~7! in the suggestive form

G~Ñi→gG̃!51.12310211GeV

3k igS mÑi

100 GeV
D 5S mG̃

1 eV
D 22

. ~12!

When the two-body decayÑi→ZG̃ is near threshold, for-
mula ~8! is not reliable; also when the two-body decay is not
kinematically allowed, the decay can still proceed through an
off-shellZ boson. In these situations one must use the three-
body decay formula. In the limit of massless SM fermions
from the off-shellZ, the width of the neutralino from three-
body decays through a virtualZ boson is obtained by replac-
ing

~2k iZT
1k iZL

!S 12
mZ
2

m
Ñi

2 D 4

→2k iZT
I 11k iZL

I 0 ~13!

in Eq. ~8!, where the kinematic factors are most compactly
written as

I n5
e

p E
0

1

dx
~12x!4~x/R!n

~x2R!21e2
, ~14!

with R5mZ
2/m

Ñi

2
and e5GZmZ /mÑi

2
. In the case that

mÑi
2mZ@GZ, one finds I 0'I 1'(12mZ

2/m
Ñi

2
)4 so that

Eq. ~8! is recovered. At threshold (mÑi
'mZ) one finds

I 0'4I 1'0.0029, rather than 0 as suggested by the two-body
formula ~8!. For another point of reference, withmÑ1

570
GeV, one finds that the kinematic factors are approximately
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I 0'0.0013 andI 1'0.000 15. In order for off-shell or near-
threshold decaysÑ1→Z(* )G̃ to compete withÑ1→gG̃, the
photino component ofÑ1 clearly would have to be very
small. Even formÑ1

5150 GeV one findsI 0'I 1'0.16.
Next we consider the decays of a neutralino into a grav-

itino plus any of the neutral Higgs scalar boson mass eigen-
statesw5(h0,H0,A0) of the MSSM. The two-body decay
widths are given by

G~Ñi→wG̃!5
k iw

96p

m
Ñi

5

M2m
G̃

2 S 12
mw
2

m
Ñi

2 D 4

, ~15!

where the relevant Higgsino contents are given by

k ih05uNi3 sina2Ni4 cosau2, ~16!

k iH05uNi3 cosa1Ni4 sinau2, ~17!

k iA05uNi3 sinb1Ni4 cosbu2. ~18!

Note that with the identificationsw5G0 ~the electroweak
would-be Nambu-Goldstone boson!, k iG05uNi3 cosb
2Ni4 sinbu2, andmG05mZ , one recovers the decay width
into longitudinalZ’s indicated in Eq.~8!, in compliance with
the equivalence theorem@17#.

It is certainly not an outlandish possibility thatmÑ1
.mh0, so that the two-body decayÑ1→h0G̃ can compete
with Ñ1→gG̃. However, this decay is also crippled by the
kinematic suppression indicated in Eq.~15! unlessmÑ1

is

significantly larger thanmh0. The three-body decay widths
for Ñi→w* G̃ with w* decaying into pairs of SM fermions
~treated as massless for kinematic purposes! are given by
replacing, in Eq.~15!,

S 12
mw
2

m
Ñi

2 D 4

→I 1 , ~19!

as given by Eq.~14! with R5mw
2/m

Ñi

2
and e5Gwmw /mÑi

2
.

Since in the MSSM the width ofh0 is only a few MeV, such
three-body and near-threshold decays are generally negli-
gible.

The decay widths of sleptons and heavy squarks are also
easily found. For a sfermion decaying into a massless SM
fermion1gravitino, one finds the two-body width

G~ f̃→ f G̃!5
m

f̃

5

48pM2m̃
G̃

2 . ~20!

One of the more intriguing possibilities is that the nearly
degenerate right-handed sleptonsẽR , m̃R , and t̃R act effec-
tively as co-NLSP’s. In that case, the supersymmetry discov-
ery signatures would generally involve at least two energetic
leptons1E” T . If a sneutrino is the NLSP, then signatures
should often be similar to those in the neutralino LSP sce-
nario, since the decaysñ→nG̃ are invisible. It does not ap-
pear to be sensible to contemplate a left-handed charged
slepton as the NLSP, because of the sum rule

m
l̃ L

2
5mñ

21mW
2 ucos2bu ~21!

for tanb.1. Squark~mass!2 parameters receive large posi-
tive contributions proportional toa s

2 and/oras , so that it
seems doubtful that a squark could be the NLSP. One pos-
sible exception is the lightest top squark mass eigenstate~t̃1!
sincem

t̃ 1

2
can receive large negative radiative corrections

proportional to the top Yukawa coupling squared. However,
if mt̃ 1

&mt , then t̃1 should be very long lived if it is the
NLSP, and in particular should always hadronize and escape
the detector as a charge 0 or 1 ‘‘mesino’’ (t̃1q̄) or as a
charge 0, 1, or 2 ‘‘sbaryon’’ (t̃1 ,qq8) bound state. In any
case, for the remainder of this paper, we will decline to con-
sider the possibility that a sfermion could be the NLSP.

The two-body decay widths of charginos (C̃i) into grav-
itino final states are given by formulas entirely analogous to
Eqs.~8! and ~15!:

G~C̃i
1→W1G̃!5

2k iWT
1k iWL

96p

m
C̃i

5

M2m
G̃

2 S 12
mW
2

m
C̃i

2 D 4

,

~22!

G~C̃i
1→H1G̃!5

k iH1

96p

m
C̃i

5

M2m
G̃

2 S 12
mH1
2

m
C̃i

2 D 4

, ~23!

with

k iWT
5 1

2 ~ uVi1u21uUi1u2!, ~24!

k iWL
5uVi2u2 sin2b1uUi2u2 cos2b, ~25!

k iH15uVi2u2 cos2b1uUi2u2 sin2b. ~26!

The generalizations to off-shell decays are given by the ob-
vious analogue of the above expressions forÑi decays. How-
ever, it should be noted that because of the form of the
chargino and neutralino mass matrices, a chargino can only
be the NLSP in a small and not particularly attractive region
of parameter space.

In general, ifmG̃ could be arbitrarily small compared to
superpartner masses, then all decays of supersymmetric par-
ticles could proceed directly to the corresponding SM par-
ticle plus gravitino. However, as a practical matter for super-
symmetric states accessible at Tevatron energies and taking
into account a conservative lower bound on the gravitino
mass as mentioned in the Introduction or stricter bounds in
particular classes of models, it is easy to see that the decay
widths for non-NLSP sparticles listed above should be quite
small and should be overwhelmed by the usual well-studied
decays. In addition to the decay of the NLSP, there is one
other potential exception which seems worthy of mention. If
the gravitino mass is near the lower end of the allowed win-
dow, it is possible that a heavy gluino can decay directly to
gluon1gravitino through a two-body decay, rather than fol-
lowing the usual cascade decay pattern through virtual
squarks. Since the only other decays of the gluino are medi-
ated by virtual squarks which can be quite heavy in models,
it is conceivable that the direct decay to gravitino can domi-
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nate in the gravitino LSP scenario.~In contrast, decays of all
other non-NLSP superpartners can proceed through virtual
W’s or Z’s or sparticles which are plausibly much lighter
than squarks.! The relevant decay width is given by

G~ g̃→gG̃!5
mg̃
5

48pM2m
G̃

2

51.131029 GeVS mg̃

250 GeVD
5S mG̃

1 eVD
22

.

~27!

The competition between this decay and the usual cascade
decays of gluinos has already been studied in@18,19#, where
Eq. ~27! was found to be negligible unlessmG̃&1022 eV,
even if all squarks are as heavy as several TeV. For graviti-
nos lighter than 1022 eV, it was found that the direct decays
~27! can dominate over the more conventional decay chains
through virtual squarks only if

mG̃&1023 eV S mq̃

1 TeVD
2

. ~28!

This can only occur in the slightly problematic case that
LSUSY does not greatly exceedmq̃ @cf. Eq. ~1!#.

Given the considerations above, we will optimistically as-
sume for the remainder of this paper that a neutralino is the
NLSP, that the branching fraction forÑ1→gG̃ is 100%, and
that all supersymmetric decay chains terminate in this sub-
decay. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that this decay can be
strongly suppressed due to a very small photino content of
Ñ1 in regions of parameter space with smallumu, makingÑ1
long lived on collider scales. Assuming the usual gaugino
mass unification condition~4! and restricting our attention to
the parameter space not already excluded by LEP with tanb
.1.5, k1g can be less than 0.001 only ifm is negative and
umu/M2,0.2. For k1g,0.01, it is required thatumu/M2,0.4
~0.2! for m negative~positive!. A milder but still quite sig-
nificant suppressionk1g,0.1 can be obtained ifumu/M2,0.5
~0.65! for m negative ~positive!. Conversely, as long as
umu.M2 andmC̃1

.50 GeV, one findsk1g.0.21~0.13! for m

negative~positive!. Formally, if k1g were to vanish, the de-
cay Ñ1→gG̃ could still proceed through one-loop graphs,
but these amplitudes are very small@20# and in the present
context are only competitive for a fine-tuning ofk1g which is
finer than we are willing to contemplate here.

Of course, a 100% branching fraction forÑ1→gG̃ does
not guarantee that the photons can be detected, since the
length scale associated with this decay might easily be com-
parable to the relevant physical size of the detector. The
probability that eachÑ1 with energyE in the laboratory
frame will travel a distance<x before decaying is given by

P~x!512e2x/L, ~29!

where from Eq.~7! the decay length is

L51.7631023~k1g!21~E2/m
Ñ1

2
21!1/2

3S mÑ1

100 GeV
D 25S mG̃

1 eV
D 2 cm. ~30!

ClearlyL depends strongly onmÑ1
andmG̃ and can either be

larger than, or negligible compared to, the relevant physical
dimension~;150 cm! of a CDF-type detector. Note that ifL
is larger than 150 cm, the efficiency for detecting one photon
can greatly exceed that for detecting both. For example, tak-
ing L to be 15 m, one finds that the probability for both~one!
of the photons being emitted within 150 cm of the event
vertex is roughly 0.01~0.17!. ForL'150 cm, the probability
of two ~one! photons being emitted within 150 cm of the
event vertex is 0.40~0.47!. Since the SM backgrounds for
events with one energetic photon greatly exceed those for
events with two such photons, we will optimistically assume
in the following discussion that for the processes of interest
L,150 cm, so that all supersymmetric events will lead to
two potentially detectable photons. Takingk1g and
(E2/m

Ñ1

2
21)1/2 to be of order unity, this requires roughly

mG̃&250 eV for a 100 GeVÑ1. Larger decay lengths will
decrease the efficiency of detection accordingly.

III. SUPERSYMMETRY WITH A LIGHT GRAVITINO
AT THE TEVATRON

The presence of two energetic photons from supersym-
metric events in the gravitino LSP scenario should dramati-
cally increase the detectability over that found in the usual
neutralino LSP scenario. In this section we will study the
possibility for detecting inclusiveggE” T1X signals at the
Tevatron in the present data sample of about 100 pb21 per
detector. We concentrate on signals from chargino and neu-
tralino, slepton, and light top squark production for a range
of models, and we comment on other potential signals. For
this study, we assume that the decaysÑ1→gG̃ occur within
the detector 100% of the time. As a practical matter, we
compute kinematics of events with the further assumption
that these decays occur close to the event vertex. All event
simulation is performed using thePYTHIA Monte Carlo code
with supersymmetric extensions@21#. References@9–11#
also contain recent studies of gravitino LSP physics at col-
liders.

A. Chargino and neutralino production

The production cross sections forC̃i C̃j , C̃i Ñj , andÑi Ñj
at hadron colliders are functions of the gaugino-Higgsino
parameters@the U~1! gaugino massM1, the SU~2! gaugino
massM2, the supersymmetric Higgsino mass parameterm,
tanb# and the squark masses. In the following we vary these
parameters to find the range of expected signals. The grav-
itino LSP scenario has striking phenomenological implica-
tions for C̃i and Ñi production. Consider, for example, the
processpp̄→C̃ 1

6Ñ2 . In the neutralino LSP scenario, it is
well known that this process can be detected with a good
efficiency when the final state includes three leptons@22#.
However, in the gravitino LSP scenario, all of the final states
of this process ~including gg l1l2l 81E” T , gg l1 j jE” T ,
gg l1l2 j jE” T , and gg j j j jE” T! can provide useful signals.
Likewise, the production ofC̃ 1

1C̃ 1
2 pairs can lead to observ-

able signalsgg l1l 82E” T , gg l6 j jE” T , andgg j j j jE” T . When
the gaugino unification condition~4! is satisfied, these two
processes provide the bulk of the supersymmetric signal
throughout much of parameter space, because of the rela-
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tively large couplingsWC̃1Ñ2 and ZC̃1C̃1 , gC̃1C̃1 . Also
Ñ1Ñ1 production, which is undetectable at hadron colliders
in the neutralino LSP scenario, leads to the signalggE” T in
the gravitino LSP scenario. Unfortunately, although this pro-
cess is kinematically favored, it usually has a negligible
cross section at hadron colliders because of a smallZÑ1Ñ1
coupling and heavy squarks.

The branching fractions for the various final states asso-
ciated with chargino and neutralino production are quite
model dependent. For example, the jet or lepton multiplicity
and kinematics can be a strong function of squark and slep-
ton masses. Since all of these final states fromC̃i and Ñi
production involve two energetic photons and missing trans-
verse energy, we prefer to focus on the inclusiveggE” T1X
signal rather than details of jet or lepton multiplicity. If a
number of events are found in the data sample which are not
understood as coming from the SM, then such details could
help disentangle the underlying theory. Below we show such
distributions for a specific set of models.

In Fig. 1 we show the allowed range for the total inclusive
production cross sections(pp̄→Ñi Ñj or C̃i C̃j or Ñi C̃j ! at
As51.8 TeV as a function of the lightest neutralino mass
mÑ1

. We have assumed that the gaugino mass unification
assumption~4! holds, so that the gaugino-Higgsino sector is
determined by only three parameters, one of which we
choose to be theÑ1 mass. To generate this graph, we have
varied the other parameters of the MSSM over the ranges

250 GeV,mq̃,1000 GeV,

21000 GeV,m,1000 GeV,

1.5,tanb,55.

The dashed line represents a typical largeumu, heavy squark
limit, namely, m51000 GeV,mq̃51000 GeV, and tanb
51.5. If the gaugino mass unification condition~4! is not

satisfied, then the total inclusive chargino-neutralino produc-
tion cross section~for the range ofmÑ1

shown! can be es-
sentially negligible; this is traceable directly to the kinematic
suppression associated with very heavy charginos. In Fig. 2
we show the same cross section, this time as a function of the
lighter chargino mass. Again, Fig. 2 assumes Eq.~4!. How-
ever, we found that the minimum production cross section in
the case of general gaugino mass parameters is not signifi-
cantly lower than that shown in Fig. 2, for a givenC̃1 mass.
This is important because it shows that the Tevatron can set
model-independent exclusion limits onmC̃1

, if the efficiency
for detection is reasonably bounded from below. The maxi-
mum production cross section for general gaugino mass pa-
rameters not obeying Eq.~4! can be several times larger than
that shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the total
number of chargino-neutralino pair production events at the
Tevatron with 100 pb21 of data is.100 before cuts if a
chargino mass is less than 100 GeV~the maximum LEP
reach!.

To fully define a signal, we choose the following cuts for
the two photonsg1 andg2.

ET~g1!, ET~g2!.12 or 25 GeV, whereET is the transverse
energy. We define two different signals based on the mini-
mal ET . For the lower threshold, we impose a 30% loss of
efficiency when one or both photons haveET below 25 GeV,
to simulate the approximate loss of triggering efficiency@23#.

uh~g1!u, uh~g2!u,1, whereh is the pseudorapidity.
ET
iso,4 GeV,2 where

ET
iso5 (

j ,R,0.4
ET

~ j !2ET~g!,

and we sum the transverse energy from all particles (j )
within a cone of sizeR5A(Dh)21(Df)2 centered on the

2This number can be significantly reduced without affecting the
signal.

FIG. 1. Total production cross sections for charginos and neu-
tralinos ~Ñi Ñj and Ñi C̃j and C̃i C̃j ! at the Tevatron withAs51.8
TeV as a function of the lightest neutralino mass, assuming gaugino
mass unification. The solid lines are the minimum and maximum
allowed cross sections. The dashed line is a typical largeumu and
heavy squark limit~m51000 GeV,mq̃51000 GeV, tanb51.5!.

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but as a function ofmC̃1
. We find that even

when the gaugino mass unification assumption~4! is not made, the
minimum cross section is never significantly less than shown here.
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photon candidate.~Photons from jets or bremsstrahlung tend
not to be isolated from additional hadronic activity.!

E” T.30 GeV, whereE” T is determined by the sum of the
visible energy in smeared jets, photons, and leptons.

Standard model physics backgrounds can arise from
W6(→ lv l)gg, Z(→vv̄,t1t2)gg, andQQ̄gg whereQ5c,
b, or t. We have not made a full matrix element simulation
of these backgrounds. However, we estimate their magnitude
by generatingW6g, Zg, t t̄, bgX, andcgX events with ad-
ditional QED radiation in the leading-logarithm approxima-
tion @24#. Based on this analysis, we estimate~0.13, 0.11,
,1023, ,1022, ,0.1! events in 100 pb21 from each of these
sources whenET~g!.12 GeV. For this set of cuts, thecgg
background is the largest hadronic source, and it is well un-
der control. Likewise, backgrounds from a jet faking an iso-
lated photon can be estimated from these numbers using a
simple scaling byas/aem3Rj→g3 f'0.1, whereRj→g'1023

is the probability a jet fakes a photon andf'10 accounts for
the squared quark charge. The probability of two jets faking
two photons is even further suppressed. Finally, backgrounds
with a fake missing transverse energy are limited by excel-
lent electromagnetic calorimetry. Essentially, these chosen
cuts should yield a signal free from background, though the
E” T cut could be increased if necessary.

To assess the sensitivity of the Tevatron toggE” T1X sig-
nals from C̃i and Ñi production, we have performed event
level simulations of various light gravitino models using the
parameters

M25100,150,200,225 GeV,

m56125,6215,6300,6600 GeV,

tanb51.5,1.7,2.5,3.0,10.0,

~mq̃ ,ml̃ L
,ml̃ R

!5~250,125,119! or ~500,250,238! GeV.
~31!

HereM1 is fixed by Eq.~4!. The sneutrino mass is fixed by
the sum rule~21!. ~When the result is less than theÑ1 mass,

FIG. 3. The number ofggE” T1X events expected in 100 pb21

of data using the models defined by Eq.~31! and the cuts explained
in the text withET~g!.12 GeV. The signal comes from the inclu-
sive production cross sections for charginos and neutralinos~Ñi Ñj

andÑi C̃j andC̃i C̃j ! at the Tevatron withAs51.8 TeV as a func-
tion of the lightest charginoC̃1 mass, assuming gaugino mass uni-
fication.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but withET~g!.25 GeV.

FIG. 5. The number of generatedggE” T1X events passing cuts
divided by the total forET~g!.12 GeV, for the models defined by
Eq. ~31!. The signal comes from the inclusive production cross
sections for charginos and neutralinos~Ñi Ñj andÑi C̃j andC̃i C̃j ! at
the Tevatron withAs51.8 TeV as a function of the lightest
charginoC̃1 mass, assuming gaugino mass unification.
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we take insteadmñ5mÑ1
15 GeV andml̃ L

fixed by the sum
rule.! While larger squark masses can easily be obtained in
models, we find that to a good approximation the depen-
dence of signals on squark mass vanishes for squark masses
above 500 GeV at the Tevatron. We display the results in
terms of the number of expected events in 100 pb21 as a
function of C̃1 mass in Figs. 3 and 4, for a minimumET~g!
threshold of 12 and 25 GeV, respectively. The efficiency for
detection of the signal is also displayed in Fig. 5 as a func-

tion of mÑ1
and in Fig. 6 as a function ofmC̃1

using the
ET~g!.12 GeV cut. By comparing Figs. 3 and 4, we con-
clude that most of the photons originating from models with
mC̃1

>140 GeV which pass the 12 GeVET cut will also pass
the higher threshold. It is also clear that the lowerET~g!
threshold substantially increases the signal for smallermC̃1
despite the loss of triggering efficiency.

These figures suggest that the nonobservation of a signal
excludesmC̃1

,125 GeV when Eq.~4! is assumed, which is
well above the pair production threshold of any LEP up-
grade. The same information, but plotted as a function of the
Ñ1 mass, is shown in Fig. 7. From this plot, we conclude that
a lightest neutralino mass below 70 GeV is excludable in the
same manner, when Eq.~4! is assumed. We have not at-
tempted a completely general study of efficiencies when the
gaugino mass unification is not assumed. However, we do
not see any reason to expect significantly lower efficiencies
in the completely general case. In particular, small mass dif-
ferences between charginos and neutralinos should have little
effect on the efficiency~for fixedmÑ1

! since the photon en-
ergies andE” T , which primarily determine the signal, depend
on the mass and boost ofÑ1. Therefore by considering Figs.
5 and 6 and using the fact that the minimum production cross
section as a function ofmC̃1

is bounded from below as in
Fig. 2, we conclude that it should be possible to exclude
mC̃1

,100 GeV formÑ1
.50 GeV using the present 100 pb21

of Tevatron data, even without assuming Eq.~4!.
As mentioned previously, the lepton and jet multiplicities

of such events can be large, although they can be sharply
reduced from naive expectations because of limited detector
acceptance, jet definition, and isolation criteria. This is par-
ticularly relevant when the mass splittings among charginos
and neutralinos are relatively small. Jets (j ) are defined us-
ing a standard clustering algorithm withR50.5 andET

j .15
GeV, uhj u,2.5. The particle energies are smeared using typi-
cal CDF energy resolutions. Electrons and muons must have

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but as a function ofmC̃1
.

FIG. 7. The number ofggE” T1X events expected in 100 pb21

of data using the cuts explained in the text withET~g!.12 GeV.
The signal comes from the inclusive production cross sections for
charginos and neutralinos~Ñi Ñj and Ñi C̃j and C̃i C̃j ! at the Teva-
tron with As51.8 TeV as a function of the lightest neutralinoÑ1
mass, assuming gaugino mass unification, and using the models
defined by Eq.~31!.

FIG. 8. The lepton and jet multiplicities for the four models
explained in the text.
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ET
(e,m).20 GeV anduh(e,m)u,2.0, while being isolated from

excess transverse energy. We illustrate typical jet and lepton
multiplicities for four specific models in Fig. 8. The model
parameters are the following.

Model 1.M25100 GeV,m52216 GeV, tanb52.5, and
mq̃5ml̃ 51000 GeV. One then finds mÑi
5(53,108,227,238) GeV,mC̃i

5(108,240) GeV, and
k1g50.85.

Model 2.M25150 GeV,m52125 GeV, tanb51.7, and
mq̃5ml̃ 51000 GeV. One then finds mÑi
5(80,119,153,179) GeV,mC̃i

5(134,182) GeV, and
k1g50.81.

Model 3. M25200 GeV,m5600 GeV, tanb53.0, ml̃ R
5150 GeV,mñ5250 GeV,ml̃ L

5260 GeV, andmq̃5700

GeV. One then findsmÑi
5(98,190,602,615) GeV,mC̃i

5(189,614) GeV, andk1g50.72.
Model 4. M25225 GeV,m5300 GeV, tanb51.5, ml̃ R

5105 GeV,mñ5115 GeV,ml̃ L
5125 GeV, andmq̃5300

GeV. One then findsmÑi
5(101,183,301,355) GeV,mC̃i

5(176,350) GeV, andk1g50.56.
We note in passing that model 4 may be of particular

interest, since it has some general properties consistent with
an alternative candidate for the CDFeeggE” T event through
C̃1C̃1 production. In this model, the lepton multiplicity is
peaked at 1 but there is also a substantial component with
lepton multiplicity 2~because of allowed two-body decays of
C̃1 and Ñ2 to slepton1Ñ1!. One expects about three
chargino-neutralino events after cuts from this model in the
current data taken at the Tevatron. We will remark further on
the chargino pair production interpretation of the CDF event
below. This model also has light sleptons, and so it could
have produced the event through selectron pair production,
but the kinematics does not favor this interpretation because
the leptons would be too soft. Figure 8 shows how the rela-
tive multiplicities could help distinguish models if a signal is
established.

B. Sleptons

In most theoretical models, scalar~mass!2 parameters re-
ceive positive contributions proportional toa i

2 and/or ai ,
whereai ~i51,2,3! are the gauge couplings felt by the scalar.
Therefore one expects that sleptons with the same
SU~2!L3U~1!Y quantum numbers should be degenerate in
mass, and should all be considerably lighter than squarks,
with ml̃ R

,mñ,ml̃ L
the most plausible mass ordering. It is

therefore interesting to consider slepton discovery signals at
the Tevatron; a corresponding study in the neutralino LSP
scenario appears in@25#. In Fig. 9, we show total Tevatron
cross sections forl̃ Rl̃ R production summed over three fami-
lies ~solid line! as a function ofml̃ R

. The signal forẽRẽR
production with the decayẽR→eÑ1 is eeggE” T , providing a
viable candidate for the single observed CDF event of this
type @12#. As is known from the analyses of@12–14#, such
events do not seem to have a probable SM interpretation. In
the same figure we show as a function ofmñ the total cross
section forñ ñ, l̃ Lñ, and l̃ L l̃ L production, for tanb51.5 and
55 ~dashed lines!. Since the masses ofñ and l̃ L are related by
the sum rule~21!, the rates forl̃ Lñ and l̃ L l̃ L production de-

crease monotonically with larger tanb ~for a fixed value of
mñ !. The l̃ Lñ component of the signal is always the largest.
The final states froml̃ L l̃ L and l̃ Lñ production will depend
specifically on the slepton andC̃i ,Ñi masses, but can contain
ggE” T and up to three charged leptons.

Rather than conduct an extensive survey of slepton signa-
tures, we consider as a test case the chargino or neutralino
sector of model 4 of Sec. III A. For the fixed set of gaugino
parameters of that model, we further vary the right-handed

FIG. 9. Total slepton production cross sections at the Tevatron
with As51.8 TeV, for l̃ Rl̃ R as a function ofml̃ R

~solid line!, and
left-handed sleptons~ññ and l̃ Lñ and l̃ L l̃ L! as a function ofmñ

~dashed lines!. In the latter case, the lower~upper! dashed line
corresponds to tanb555 ~1.5!. The cross sections shown are
summed over slepton flavors, with slepton masses taken to be flavor
independent.

FIG. 10. Expectedl̃ Rl̃ R signals~including all three lepton fla-
vors! from model 4 at the Tevatron withAs51.8 TeV, as a func-
tion of ml̃ R

. The total ggE” T1X signal is shown by the solid
circles, while the single lepton and dilepton components are de-
noted by crosses and open circles, respectively.
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selectron and sneutrino masses over the ranges 100 GeV
,ml̃ R

,mñ,200 GeV. It should be noted that for much of
this range, direct decays of sleptons to leptons andÑ1 should
dominate for the chosen model. Since the signals from right-
handed sleptons and from left-handed sleptons have rather
different characteristics, and because the masses of right- and
left-handed sleptons area priori unrelated, we choose to dis-
play the results separately. In Fig. 10 we show the cross
sections after cuts arising from right-handed slepton produc-
tion. The inclusiveggE” T signal, with or without additional
leptons, is denoted by solid circles. We note that the dilepton
component of the signal~open circles! is greater than the
single lepton component~crosses! for ml̃ R

.130 GeV. There
is also a significant component with no leptons passing the
cuts. In Fig. 11 we likewise show the total rate after cuts
expected froml̃ L l̃ L and l̃ Lñ, andñ ñ production, as a function
of mñ . For any given model, the expected number of events
with zero or one lepton far exceeds the number with two
leptons. This is partly because of the comparatively larger
cross section forñ l̃ L and ñ ñ production, but also because
some leptons do not pass cuts.

C. Light top squarks

In specific models, one top squark mass eigenstate~t̃1! is
often found to be much lighter than all of the other squarks,
and can even be lighter than the top quark. Ifmt̃ 1

,100
GeV, chargino or top squark loops might help to explain@26#
the excess ofRb in the LEP data from the CERNe1e2

collider LEP. However, we have already seen that in the
gravitino LSP scenario, charginos must be far too heavy for
this to occur. Furthermore, a significant bound can be inde-
pendently placed on a light top squark mass in the gravitino
LSP scenario given the integrated luminosity already ob-

tained at the Tevatron. In Fig. 12, we show the totalt̃1t̃1* pair
production cross section as a function oft̃1 mass. In the
gravitino LSP scenario, this process should lead to spectacu-
lar signalsggE” T1jets.

We consider two scenarios, based on the mass orderings
mt̃ 1

<mC̃1
1mb or mt̃ 1

.mC̃1
1mb . In the first case, eacht̃1

cascades through 2 two-body decays to acgG̃ final state. In
the second,t̃1 undergoes an additional three-body decay to
reach ab f f̄gG̃ final state, wheref is a fermion. As a result,
the photons produced in the second case tend to be softer.
For the first case,t̃1t̃1* production leads to two additional
charm jets in the final state, whileb jets and additional lep-
tons or jets are present for the second. As before, we ignore
such particulars, which could substantiate a suspected signal,
and concentrate on the same inclusiveggE” T1X signal.

FIG. 11. Total expectedl̃ L l̃ L and l̃ Lñ and ñ ñ signals~including
all three lepton flavors! from model 4 at the Tevatron withAs
51.8 TeV, as a function ofmñ . The total ggE” T1X signal is
shown by the solid circles, while the single lepton and dilepton
components are denoted by crosses and open circles, respectively.

FIG. 12. Cross section for pair production of the lighter top
squark mass eigenstate at the Tevatron withAs51.8 TeV.

FIG. 13. Number ofggE” T1X events in 100 pb21 as a function
of the lighter top squark mass eigenstate at the Tevatron withAs
51.8 TeV.
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Based on the previous bounds onmÑ1
andmC̃1

, we consider

models withmC̃1
1mb.mt̃ 1

.mÑ1
.70 GeV for the range

of gaugino parameters discussed previously, and a smaller
set of models withmt̃ 1

.mC̃1
1mb.125 GeV. The results

are illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows the number of ex-
pected diphoton events in the present data sample using the
previously defined cuts withET~g!.12 GeV. There is a sub-
stantially higher detectability of the signal whent̃1→C̃1b is
not kinematically allowed. The absence of such events in the
present data sample seems to exclude at̃1 lighter than at least
140 GeV even in the case thatmt̃ 1

.mC̃1
1mb , which is

already far too heavy to have any effect on the interpretation
of the LEP Rb measurement. Additionally, ifmt̃ 1

1mÑi
,mt , then the decayt→ t̃1Ñi can occur, generatingggE” T
events fromt t̄ production, but the bounds onmt̃ 1

andmÑ1
preclude this.

Note that the limit on the mass of the light top squark in
the gravitino LSP scenario is much stronger than for the
neutralino LSP scenario in the case wheret̃1→cÑ1 . The
latter case, which relies on the signal of two acollinear jets
andE” T , is limited by the mass splitting betweent̃1 and Ñ1
which determines the jetET spectrum@27#. The main limi-
tation of the gravitino LSP scenario ismÑ1

which sets both
the scale ofET~g! andeT .

D. Other processes

It is a common feature of known models that the gluino
and squarks are quite heavy. However, the presence of ener-
getic photons in the eventual decay products means that the
detection efficiency is likely to be higher in the gravitino
LSP scenario than in the neutralino LSP scenario. Therefore
it is again interesting to get an idea of the upper limit on the
potential reach of the Tevatron collider by considering the
total inclusive production of gluinos and squarks
(g̃g̃,g̃q̃,q̃q̃). It must be mentioned that there are at least two
factors which might adversely affect the efficiency here
somewhat, including larger boosts, leading to longer decay
lengths forÑ1→gG̃ @cf. Eq. ~30!#, and losses from photon

isolation requirements with the higher jet multiplicity. In Fig.
14, we show contours of this total production cross section in
the (mg̃ ,mq̃) plane. ~For simplicity, we have assumed de-
generacy of all squark flavors.! At least in the case when
gaugino mass unification is assumed, it appears to be doubt-
ful that gluino pair-production processes can be useful, since
the nonobservation of events from chargino and neutralino
production together with Eq.~4! forces the gluino mass to be
too large. It should be noted thatM3 as given by Eq.~4! is
less than the physical pole mass of the gluino@28# by an
amount which is often quite substantial, especially if the
squarks are heavier. This effect makes it even less likely that
processes involving gluino production can compete with the
chargino-neutralino processes already discussed. The rate for
associated production ofC̃i or Ñi with a gluino or squark
overtakes the (g̃g̃1g̃q̃1q̃q̃) production rate whenmg̃ ex-
ceeds roughly 400 GeV, depending on the squark masses
@29#. In this regime, however, even the sum of all processes
involving gluino or squark production should be small com-
pared to those from chargino and neutralino production, un-
lessmq̃ is significantly less thanmg̃ . It therefore seems un-
likely that gluinos or squarks can be involved in the
discovery process.

E. Comments on the interpretation of the CDFeeggE” T event

In this section we have emphasized the power of the
Tevatron in setting exclusion limits in the gravitino LSP sce-
nario. Of course, in this context we must mention that at least
one event@12# of this general type has been observed at the
CDF. This event has an energetic electron and positron, two
energetic photons each withuhu,1, and large~.50 GeV!
E” T . It easily passes the cuts defining our signal above.

The most obvious candidate process for this event is se-
lectron pair production. As has already been discussed in
@13,14#, and recently in some more detail in@11#, one can
attempt to explain the event either in terms ofẽRẽR pair
production orẽLẽL pair production. From the kinematic in-
formation, we found in@14# that in either of these two cases,
one has rough boundsmẽ.80 GeV and 38,mÑ1

,100
GeV. If one assumes gaugino mass unification, the lower
bound obtained here formÑ1

is far weaker than the lower
bound established above from the nonobservation of
chargino and neutralino events at the Tevatron. As has been
emphasized recently in@11#, the energetic electrons in the
event seem to indicate a significant mass difference between
mÑ1

andmẽ , in order to have sufficiently energetic electrons
with a high enough probability to explain the event.

Right-handed selectrons have a lower production cross
section than do left-handed selectrons for a given mass, as
can be seen from Fig. 9, and this seems to perhaps favor the
idea that the pair-produced selectron was left handed. How-
ever, since we are forced to calculate the probability of this
single event using Poisson statistics, this argument is not on
very solid footing. For example, if the three right-handed
sleptons are degenerate in mass, then the cross section to
produce any pairl̃ Rl̃ R is of course 3 times larger than the rate
for the pair ẽRẽR which could explain the event actually
seen. It is not completely clear which of these rates should be
taken in assessing the likelihood of a single observed event.
In any case, the rate before cuts forl̃ Rl̃ R production in 100

FIG. 14. Contours of inclusive production cross sections for
gluinos and squarks~g̃g̃ and g̃q̃, q̃q̃! at the Tevatron withAs52
TeV. All squark flavors are taken to be degenerate for simplicity.
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pb21 is about 1 event forml̃ R
5125 GeV and 1/2 event for

ml̃ R
5145 GeV. The rates after cuts are significantly less

because of acceptances~see Fig. 10!, but it seems possible
that the observed event is an upward fluctuation in theẽRẽR
production process, even withmẽR

2mÑ1
sufficiently large to

explain the observed kinematics.
Conversely, although the rates for left-handed selectron

production are larger, one must also note that in this inter-
pretation the expected number of events with two leptons is
always considerably less than for one or zero leptons~see
Fig. 11!. The reason for this is that the production cross
section fromñ ñ and ñ l̃ L is necessarily larger than forl̃ L l̃ L
because of the kinematics dictated by the sum rule~21!. It
might therefore be viewed as problematic that the single ob-
served event has two leptons. The limited acceptance for
leptons only exacerbates this problem. Nevertheless, it again
seems to be not entirely out of the question that the event
could be due toẽLẽL production.

There is another very interesting possibility, however, il-
lustrated by model 4 above, that the event could be due to
chargino pair production. We note that depending on param-
eters, the chargino pair-production cross section remains suf-
ficiently large to give 1 event~after cuts! in 100 pb21 up to at
leastmC̃1

5200 GeV. Now, each produced chargino can de-
cay into eitherlngG̃ or qq̄gG̃. If the decay is dominantly
throughW-boson or squark exchange, then one might expect
theeeggE” T event to be accompanied by many more events
with jets or significant hadronic activity in addition toggE” T .
However, this can be avoided ifC̃1 has kinematically al-
lowed two-body decays into left-handed sleptons and not
intoWÑ1:

mC̃1
.mñ.mÑ1

, ~32!

mC̃1
2mÑ1

,mW . ~33!

In this case, the chargino should decay as either
C̃1→ ñ l→ lnÑ1→ lgE” T or ~if kinematically allowed!
C̃1→ l̃ Ln→ lnÑ1→ lgE” T . Both of these decays have the
same signal~with different kinematics!, so that the signal for
chargino pair production will bel1l 82ggE” T in this case,
with a nearly 100% branching fraction before cuts. Even
though sneutrinos are lighter than charginos, the chargino
production cross section can be much larger. Of course, it
should be noted that the rate for different flavor leptons in
this case is twice that for like-flavor leptons. Still, we find
that it is possible to obtain kinematics and rates after cuts
which could explain the CDF event. The kinematics of the
event together with the cross section for chargino pair pro-
duction evidently favormC̃1

*125 GeV in this case.
We should also mention thatÑ1Ñ2 production can give an

eeggE” T signal, but it is very difficult to reconcile this pos-
sibility with the observed event, because of the large invari-
ant mass of theee pair in the event@12#.

IV. SUPERSYMMETRY WITH A LIGHT GRAVITINO
AT LEP

The LEP collider at CERN will probe some of the param-
eter space which is not yet excludable by the current 100

pb21 data sample collected at the Tevatron. However, it is
important to take into account the results of Sec. III when
assessing the discovery potential of the various LEP up-
grades. At least within the context of gaugino mass unifica-
tion, we have found that the lightest neutralino mass can be
bounded from below by 70 GeV, based on the exclusion
capability of the current 100 pb21 data. Similarly, the lighter
chargino mass is bounded below by 125 GeV, and even
when Eq.~4! is not assumed, one hasmC̃1

.100 GeV for

mÑ1
.50 GeV. Therefore, it is immediately clear that one

cannot hope to observe chargino pair production at any of
the LEP upgrades considered here in the gravitino LSP sce-
nario with our assumption thatÑ1→G̃g always occurs
within the detector. Furthermore, the second lightest neu-
tralino should also not be kinematically accessible at LEP
even in Ñ1Ñ2 production, at least in the case that gaugino
mass unification~4! holds. The reason for this is thatmC̃1
.125 ~as required by the Tevatron data! andmÑ1

,95 ~as

required for accessibility ine1e2 collisions withAs5190
GeV! force one into a region of parameter space with rather
large umu and gauginolikeÑ1 and Ñ2, so thatmÑ1

1mÑ2
.210 GeV. Therefore, it is clear that in the chargino-
neutralino sector, LEP190 can only hope to observeÑ1Ñ1
production with signatureggE” . Likewise, the existing Teva-
tron data make it impossible for a light top squark~or other
squark! to be accessible at LEP with our assumptions. There
is a still a possibility to observe slepton pair production
since, taking into account efficiencies, the Tevatron cannot
set exclusion limits on slepton masses which are significantly
stronger than the indirect one following fromml̃ .mÑ1
.70 GeV. Therefore there is a narrow range ofÑ1 and slep-
ton masses from no less than 70 GeV up to less than 95 GeV
which can be probed at LEP withAs<190 GeV.

We begin by consideringÑ1Ñ1 production ine1e2 col-
lisions, which leads to events with two acoplanar photons
and large missing energy.~A similar study for the NLC has
recently been made@9#.! The energy distribution of photons
produced3 in such events is flat, with end points

Emin,Eg1
,Eg2

,Emax, ~34!

Emax,min5
1
4 ~As6As24m

Ñ1

2
!. ~35!

The two photon energies in each event vary over this range
independently, providing a very simple characteristic kine-
matic signature. The missing energy in each event is
bounded according to 2Emin,E”,2Emax and is peaked at
Ebeam[As/2. Two further corollaries are that the distribution
of Eg1

1Eg2
is the same as that ofE” , and that the energy

distribution of the more~less! energetic photon observed in
each event rises~falls! linearly with energy. The numerical
bounds on photon energies in theÑ1Ñ1 signal are, for the
various LEP upgrades,

3We neglect final state interference effects throughout the follow-
ing discussion.
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20 GeV,Eg1
,Eg2

,60 GeV ~As5160 GeV!, ~36!

18 GeV,Eg1
,Eg2

,70 GeV ~As5175 GeV!, ~37!

16 GeV,Eg1
,Eg2

,80 GeV ~As5190 GeV!, ~38!

for a lower boundmÑ1
570 GeV. For masses nearer thresh-

old, the range of photon energies of course becomes nar-
rower aroundAs/4 in each case. Thus the lower bound onÑ1
mass from the Tevatron ensures that theÑ1Ñ1 signal at LEP
will automatically pass appropriate cuts on soft photons. This
will be useful below in our discussion of cuts and back-
grounds.

Several factors affect the production cross section for
Ñ1Ñ1 at LEP. Since in the accessible parameter spaceÑ1 is
essentially forced to have a large gaugino component, the
s-channelZ boson exchange contribution is suppressed. If
sleptons are light, the diagrams with slepton exchange will
dominate. The diagrams withẽR exchange are usually far
more important, because theeẽRÑ1 coupling is larger than
the eẽLÑ1 coupling. TheÑ1Ñ1 production cross section is
quite sensitive to the selectron masses, even if the selectrons
themselves are not accessible at LEP. As a result, the discov-
ery reach is always within a few GeV of the kinematic limit,
but for no value ofmÑ1

can one clearly guarantee discovery
at any of the LEP upgrades, because of low observable rates
for largemẽR

. At LEP160, the cross section is always less
than 0.2 pb for models~with gaugino mass unification! not
excludable at the Tevatron, and is less than 0.1 pb formÑ1
.75 GeV. These are optimistic upper bounds, and the cross
sections for less favorable parameters can be much smaller.
This leaves open only the possibility of perhaps a few events
at LEP160 with 25 pb21 per experiment, for a narrow mass
range, optimistically 70 GeV,mÑ1

,77 GeV. As we will
remark below, there is also a nontrivial background for such
events, so that an unambiguous discovery will require a cer-
tain amount of luck.

The prospects for discovery~or confirmation! are clearly
much brighter at LEP190 with 500 pb21 per experiment,
both because of the kinematic reach and the greater luminos-
ity. In Fig. 15, we show a scatter plot of the totalÑ1Ñ1 cross
section atAs5190 GeV. Each point on this plot corre-
sponds to a set of model parameters which plausibly could
have avoided detection at the Tevatron with the current inte-
grated luminosity, based on the results of the previous sec-
tion. To illustrate the dominance of theẽR exchange dia-
grams, models withmẽR

,175 GeV are denoted by crosses,

while those with 175 GeV,mẽR
,500 GeV are denoted by

dots. ~The CDFeeggE” T event could perhaps be explained
by ẽRẽR production in models of the former category.! The
gaugino mass unification condition~4! is assumed here. We
have taken into account initial state radiation effects which
imply a small~&10%! reduction in the signal; it should be
noted that such effects are larger whenZ-boson exchange
dominates because of radiative return to theZ peak. To these
cross sections one must apply detector cuts, e.g.@30#,

ucosugu,0.95, ~39!

~pT!g.0.065Ebeam, ~40!

for each photon. The discovery reach with 500 pb21 extends
up to within a few GeV of the kinematic limit. Clearly the
presence of a lightẽR provides much more favorable discov-
ery prospects. However, there is no guarantee of discovery of
a light Ñ1 if mẽR

is large, even with this amount of luminos-
ity, and even for the most favorable kinematics.

We now turn to the question of backgrounds. The ordi-
nary QED processe1e2→gg production has a large cross
section, but can easily be discriminated against with a cut on
missing energy or equivalentlyEg,0.8Ebeam for each pho-
ton. The most important physics backgrounds for theggE”
signal come fromggn i n̄ i ( i5e,m,t) with two separately
gauge-invariant sets of diagrams:~A! e1e2→ggZ~* ! with
Z→n i n̄ i ~three Feynman diagrams! and~B! e1e2→ggnen̄e
through virtualW-boson exchange~seven Feynman dia-
grams!.

We have computed these backgrounds usingCOMPHEP

@31#, a specialized package for automated calculation of
high-energy elementary particle processes, with results fed
into BASES, a Monte Carlo phase-space integration program.
The processese1e2→ggnmn̄m ande1e2→ggntn̄t receive
contributions only from the type-A diagrams. AtAs
5(160,175,190),they each contribute~49,37,30! fb to the
background forggE” after the cuts~39! and ~40!. When the
final state isggnen̄e , one must take into account a signifi-
cant interference between the diagrams of types A and B.
The diagrams of type A clearly dominate in the kinematic
regime characterized by a missing invariant massM invis very
close toMZ . @HereM invis

2 5(pe11pe22pg1
2pg2

)2.# In that
regime, the interference with the type-B diagrams is a small
perturbation and in any case only affects 1/3 of the back-
ground. For slightly largerM invis , however, the type-B dia-
grams do have a substantial interference with the off-peak
type-A diagrams. The overall effect is one of constructive
interference, but the sign is not definite for all kinematic

FIG. 15. Production cross section forÑ1Ñ1 at LEP with As
5190 GeV. Each point represents a set of model parameters which
may not be excludable at the Tevatron with 100 pb21. The crosses
~dots! represent models withmēR

less~greater! than 175 GeV.
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configurations. AtAs5(160,175,190), we find~61,49,42!
fb for e1e2→ggnen̄e after the cuts~39! and ~40!.

Since theggnn̄ backgrounds have larger support for rela-
tively soft photon energies, one can reduce them somewhat
by imposing the cut

0.2,Eg /Ebeam,0.8 ~41!

on each photon; the upper limit easily eliminates the
e1e2→gg process as we have already mentioned. The cut
~41! has little or no effect on the signal, as can be seen from
Eqs. ~34!–~38!. After imposing this cut in addition to the
detector cuts~39! and~40!, we find a remaining background
at As5~160,175,190! of ~29,24,21! fb from ggnen̄e , and
~27,22,18! fb from each ofggnmn̄m andggntn̄t .

In order to more strongly reduce the backgrounds we can
impose a cut on the missing invariant mass of

10 GeV,M invis,80 GeV. ~42!

The upper limit is to avoid theggnn̄ physics backgrounds,
while the lower limit eliminates a potentially large~several
hundred fb! detector background following from
e1e2→gg~g! with one photon lost in the beam direction or
in an insensitive part of the detector.~The part of this back-
ground due to photons lost in the beam direction is also
substantially reduced by imposing a lower bound cut onp” T .!
The signal vanishes at the end points of the distribution
M invis50, 2Emax and is broadly distributed in between. The
greater part of the signal will always pass all of the cuts,
although a significant part of the signal will necessarily have
to be eliminated by the cut~42!. After imposing this cut in
addition to ~39! and ~40!, the totalggnn̄ backgrounds at

As5~160, 175, 190! GeV are only~1.8, 1.3, 1.0! fb, respec-
tively. Finally, imposing the cut~41! on top of these cuts
reduces the background to a completely negligible level.

The distribution inM invis for signals and backgrounds at
As5190 GeV is shown in Fig. 16. In this figure we have
arbitrarily chosen a total signal~before cuts! of 50 fb, with
Ñ1 masses of 75 and 90 GeV. The differential cross sections
shown are after the detector cuts~39! and ~40! and photon
energy cuts ~41!. The total ggnn̄ background shown
amounts to 56 fb, but is reduced to a negligible level by the
M invis cut. Note, however, the significant overlap in invariant
missing mass for the backgrounds and the signals. The signal
distribution inM invis is broadly peaked below the 80 GeV
cut, and vanishes nearM invis50. We conclude that even in
the worst-case kinematic situation, the efficiency for detect-
ing Ñ1Ñ1 should exceed 50% after cuts at LEP190. Thus a
40 fb signal before cuts should provide a ten-event discovery
after cuts with 500 pb21. By comparing with Fig. 15, we
conclude that LEP190 should be able to unambiguously ob-
serve Ñ1Ñ1 production formÑ1

up to at least 85 GeV if

mẽR
&175 GeV, assuming gaugino mass unification. The ex-

clusion capability decreases for largermẽR
, however. The

ggnn̄ background is more problematic atAs5160 GeV with
25 pb21 or As5175 GeV with 10 pb21, where only at most
a few signal events are expected, and the signal distribution
in M invis again overlaps with theZ-boson peak.

Conversely, Fig. 17 shows the distributions for photon
energies atAs5190 GeV for the backgrounds, before and
after theM invis cut. All of theggnn̄ contributions have been
included here. The two distributions correspond to the more
and less energetic photon in each background event, after the
detector cuts~39! and ~40!. After imposing in addition the

FIG. 16. Distribution of the missing invariant mass inggE”
events at LEP withAs5190 GeV. Angular and photon energy cuts
have been applied as described in the text. The lighter solid line is
the remaining total background~56 fb! for all three neutrino spe-
cies. The signals formÑ1

575 and 90 GeV are the solid and dashed
lines, respectively, with an arbitrary choice of 50 fb for the signal
before cuts in each case.

FIG. 17. Distribution of photon energies forggnn̄ backgrounds
at LEP with As5190 GeV. Detector cuts have been applied as
described in the text. The solid~dashed! line is the distribution for
the more~less! energetic photong2 ~g1! in each event. The dotted
~dot-dashed! lines are the same distributions after the cut onM invis
described in the text.
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cuts~41! and~42!, the totalggnn̄ background is reduced to
a fraction of a femtobarn. The signal fromÑ1Ñ1 production
~not shown! is characterized by a linearly rising~falling! dis-
tribution for the more~less! energetic photon in each event,
with endpointsEmin andEmaxas given above.~Note the loga-
rithmic scale in Fig. 17.!

We now turn to the question of slepton pair production
signals at LEP. In general, slepton masses up to within a few
GeV of the kinematic limit should lead to visible signals
with 500 pb21 at LEP190. If right-handed sleptons are kine-
matically accessible, one finds that the cross section forẽRẽR
production is generally somewhat larger than those for each
of m̃Rm̃R and t̃Rt̃R , because of the positive contribution of
diagrams witht-channel exchange of gaugino likeÑ1. The
pair production of electron sneutrinos can be very strongly
suppressed, because of destructive interference from
chargino exchange, even withC̃1 required to be heavier than
125 GeV. Fortunately, pair production of muon andt
sneutrinos does not suffer this suppression, and those cross
sections are always large up to within 1 or 2 GeV of the
kinematic limit. Because of the sum rule~21!, it seems quite
unlikely that pair production of left-handed selectrons can be
a discovery process at LEP in the gravitino LSP scenario
considered in this paper. However, the cross section forẽLẽR
can be even larger than forẽRẽR production when both are
kinematically accessible, because of a large contribution
from exchange of gauginolike neutralinos.

It is important to note that for the~quite narrow! range of
masses which are accessible at LEP and which cannot al-
ready be ruled out at the Tevatron, each slepton has one~and
only one! allowed two-body decay mode, namely,l̃→Ñ1l .
This decay is never strongly suppressed becauseÑ1 always
has a significant gaugino component. Therefore, charged
slepton production will essentially always give rise to the
signall1l2ggE” , while sneutrino production, likeÑ1Ñ1 pro-
duction, can give rise only toggE” . The leptons appearing in
gg l1l2E” events from charged slepton pair production at
LEP should necessarily be quite soft, because there cannot
be a large mass difference between the slepton andÑ1 and
the sleptons cannot have a large boost. However, the SM
backgrounds for such processes are extremely small. Taking
into account the cuts~39! and ~40!, one finds thatggZZ
production is always below threshold at LEP160, LEP175,
and LEP190, whileggWW is only above threshold at
LEP190. UsingCOMPHEPwe have found that the latter pro-
cess only contributes about 0.1 fb to thel l ggE” background
atAs5190 GeV. There is also a background foreeggE” and
mmggE” from the processe1e2→Z~* !gg with Z→t1t2 and
leptonict decays, but this is very small. Similarly, the pho-
tons produced in sneutrino pair production should be softer
than those found inÑ1Ñ1 events. Since slepton interactions
are not expected to exhibit significant flavor violation, we
can conclude by noting that the signatures for the gravitino
LSP scenario at LEP are alwaysggE” ~from Ñ1Ñ1 and ñ ñ
production! ande1e2ggE” , m1m2ggE” , andt1t2ggE” ~from
charged slepton production!.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have studied discovery signals for super-
symmetry with a gravitino LSP at the Tevatron and at LEP.

If the decayÑ1→gG̃ occurs within the detector, then super-
symmetric phenomenology at colliders will have a very
bright future. Indeed, the existing Tevatron data of 100 pb21

should allow the exclusionsmÑ1
.70 GeV andmC̃1

.125

GeV at least in models obeying the gaugino mass unification
condition ~4!. For mÑ1

.50 GeV, it should be possible to

excludemC̃1
,100 GeV in a model-independent way. The

reach is much higher. These results rely on the fact that every
supersymmetric event contains two potentially detectable en-
ergetic photons andE” T , yielding a high~up to 30%! detec-
tion efficiency. We emphasize that this efficiency is not ex-
pected to be significantly reduced by small mass splittings
between charginos and neutralinos, since both the photon
energies and theE” T depend only on the mass and boost of
the Ñ1. If the single CDFeeggE” T event is an example of
such an event, then it is not unlikely that an upgraded Teva-
tron with As52 TeV and>2 fb21 of data can establish a
discovery. In any case, Tevatron upgrades will continue to
make strong inroads into the parameter space of the gravitino
LSP scenario. The reach and exclusion capability can be es-
timated for Tevatron upgrades using Figs. 1 and 2 and as-
suming efficiencies*15% as found in Figs. 5 and 6.~Note
that the increase inAs from 1.8 TeV to 2 TeV makes such
estimates conservative.!

It is quite possible that LEP190 with 500 pb21 of data can
make the discovery if the lightest neutralino is kinematically
accessible. At least in the case of models not already exclud-
able by the Tevatron with gaugino mass unification, only
Ñ1Ñ1 and slepton pair production can be explored at LEP,
with possible signalsggE” and l1l2ggE” . We found that
appropriate cuts on the missing invariant mass and on photon
energies can reduce theggE” backgrounds to a negligible
level while keeping intact at least 50% of the signal even in
the worst kinematic situation. The discovery reach extends to
within a few GeV of the kinematic limit. An important factor
in the e1e2→Ñ1Ñ1→ggE” search is the mass of the right-
handed selectron. IfmẽR

&175 GeV, then there should be at

least ten events after cuts in 500 pb21 at As5190 GeV for
mÑ1

&85 GeV, but the rate can be much lower for larger

mẽR
. In this sense, any exclusion limits will be dependent on

assumed upper bounds formẽR
. If ẽR is light, then LEP160

and LEP175 can observe a few events.
Although we have not studied future colliders here, it

seems clear that both the Large Hadron Collider and Next
Linear Collider will be very effective discovery machines if
the detectors have a good efficiency for detecting isolated
energetic photons andE” T . If the reportedeeggE” T CDF
event is interpreted as slepton or chargino production, it
seems essentially certain that the NLC will detect supersym-
metric events, and that the LHC also will if the detectors are
sufficiently good with photons andE” T .

In general, the ability of the present Tevatron data sample
to bound the gravitino LSP scenario emphasizes the impor-
tance of photon detection. This component should not be
ignored in future detector design. Also, it would be useful to
have photon pointing information, in the case theÑ1→gG̃
decay length is macroscopic. As we mentioned in Sec. II, it
is certainly possible that this is so, leading to more single-
photon events than diphoton events. In that case, one can
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imagine discovering supersymmetry using the usual well-
known discovery signals of the neutralino LSP scenario,
supplemented by a fraction of these events with one addi-
tional energetic photon. Measuring this fraction would pro-
vide a powerful piece of information in disentangling the
signal, especially if it can be combined with measurements
of the Ñ1 decay length.

The gravitino LSP possibility also provides a rich area for
theoretical explorations. This scenario necessarily implies a
low scale of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, but the
precise mechanism for this breaking and its communication
to the fields of the MSSM remain open questions@3#. The
connections between supersymmetry breaking and them pa-
rameter and other aspects of electroweak symmetry breaking

are also interesting questions@32#. We should also mention
that if the gravitino is the LSP, then the lightest neutralino is
of course no longer a cold dark matter candidate. It remains
to be seen if one can obtain a viable dark matter scenario; for
a recent proposal see@33#. It seems clear that such issues
merit further investigation.
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